Brisk 9
Company:
It’s a growing company in the mobile industry based out of New Jersey, USA. After successful
launch of few products on various mobile OS, Brisk 9 decided to go for iPhone applications and
decided to go ahead with Social Networking area to be their first iPhone app.
Industry:
Mobile Application
Mobile Platform:
iPhone
Business Challenge:
The role of Rapidsoft was to create a new client social networking application for iPhone users
to communicate, share and explore the real world by creating an iPhone Client Application for
Brisk 9 that shall support Messaging, Live Chat, Live Positioning, Google Map Integration, Profile
Creation and Group Creation for which loading time should not exceed 10 seconds. The final
size of the application should not exceed 2 MB.
Software Solution:
The Application should be created and delivered as an end product whose size shall not exceed
2 MB. The source code of the project shall also be delivered.
Features:
We, Rapidsoft, have designed this application in such a way that it should not be oversize and
also all functionality should be covered.
Firstly we made a Dashboard having 3 Links Join Group, Create Group, and Settings. These all
three links have also sub links through which we can cover all the application functionalities. In
Join Group we placed National, Categories, Search and Group Profile and in Create Group we
placed Confirmation and Invite Members.
In Settings we placed subcategories or sub options like Legal, About, Change Password, Number
Sharing, Email Sharing, edit Profile, Remove Group.
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In Group Menu we cover Message Board, Live Chat, Live Map, Group Info, Report Abuse,
A
Admin
Settings which coverss Edit Group, Admin Only Messages, Delete Group, Invite People, Assign
Admin, Remove Member and Members in which any member can Call, SMS, Email.
The application has been completed and tested successfully and awaiting Mac certification and
thereafter
reafter to be released on ‘iPhone App Store’ immediately.
Some screen shots of the application:
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